
Conversion Note
Issue #11 of "Rack & Rune", a roleplaying zine from the early 1990's. It  was originally written for "The Wild Hunt" APA (amateur publishing association). The original text has been converted to Acrobat, and annotated from a modern (July 2008) perspective for your reading pleasure. I wrote 22 issues of R&R in all before The Wild Hunt disappeared, and then started my own APA ("Interregnum") to fill the void; I wrote 26 more zines for that APA, and finally did two more for the final iteration of the APA before it, too, disappeared. If you're counting, that's 50 zines in all.If you're looking for more of this sort of thing, go to the Zines section of http://www.runequest.org/rq.htm.

Conversion Note
This is a scanned PDF. I had lost the files for a lot of my old zines over the years; a hazard of life before online storage was available. Fortunately I'd kept hard copies of  *all* the zines I'd written for The Wild Hunt, but didn't have a real scanner and never got around to scanning them elsewhere. But we picked up a combination scanner/printer a few days ago, so now I'm converting the remaining old paper zines to PDF format.Just to be clear, these paper copies are NOT the originals; those are long since lost. These are copies of copies. So the relatively poor quality of these PDFs isn't a scanning issue. Unfortunately many (perhaps all) of the paper zines are crooked because of a flaw in the copier I used to run them off 15+ years ago. I've tried to compensate for that during scanning, with limited success.I can't help but cringe at some of the typos and, well, some of the writing as well. I wrote this stuff sixteen years ago, after all, when I was a mere child of 28! :D Still, since I can't edit the text, there's no point in anguishing over it. Consider this a historical snapshot of a time that's now long-gone - the last years of the era of the Paper APA.

pmaran01
The contact information is long out of date, of course. If you want to reach me, pmaranci@gmail.com is your best choice; I'll be glad to hear from you, unless you're a spammer.I subtitled most of my zines, for some reason. I must have been out of ideas when I subtitled this one. As for the email addresses given here, this is what email addresses looked like - some of them - back when there were virtually no ISPs. A friend connected with MIT got those addresses for me, I believe.

pmaran01
One old-time contributor in particular seemed to enjoy making denigrating comments about my work. I was a newbie at The Wild Hunt; they'd been around for over 150 issues before I joined up, and they published around 10 issues a year in my experience. Many of them were either part of a group of MIT gamers (not necessarily MIT *alumni*, but members of the MITSGS, the MIT Strategic Gaming Society to which I also belonged). I was comparatively young and enthusiastic, and therefore doubtless annoyed some of the old-timers.

pmaran01
Reading these old zines is an exercise in reverse future shock for me.  Can you *believe* that technology has advanced so much so quickly? Back then a home laser printer was prohibitively expensive. And finding a copy center that offered laser printing services was a real challenge. I found one in Boston, but they used Macs exclusively; pretty much ALL laser printing services did, back then. I acquired much of my hatred for Macs struggling to get those damned machines to recognize and print the files on my PC-created floppy disk. More than once they simply reformatted the disk the instant I put it in, destroying all my work.



pmaran01
This is one of a relatively small number of graphics I'd somehow gotten through the internet, I believe. Crude, isn't it?

pmaran01
I've been interested in politics all my life. And while the primary focus of The Wild Hunt was roleplaying and science fiction/fantasy in general, there was no rule that we couldn't write about other things. So I did. Nor was I the only one. Although I tried not to be obnoxious about it.

pmaran01
This was one of WOTC's first major publications, I believe, back when they were just another tiny RPG publisher. Little did we dream that within a few years they'd buy TSR, and themselves by bought by Hasbro!



pmaran01
Yeah, he really wrote that. I'd tangled with Gygax (who recently died at the time I'm making this annotation) in zines and on Usenet before. At one point, some friend of his passed on that I'd hurt his (Gygax's) feelings with something I'd written, and that became rather a point of pride for me. It all seems very childish now, although Gygax DID pull some pretty slimy moves against other game companies.I picked up this quote by simply leafing through "Dangerous Journeys" in a game store, by the way.



pmaran01
Nereyon was the last long-standing "serious" RPG campaign I ran (and I fear that it is the last I will *ever* run). An introduction to the Nereyon campaign can be found in "Rack & Rune" #4, also available at http://www.runequest.org/r&r.htm.





pmaran01
Comments were a tradition of the APA format, and were probably the main reason that any of us wrote. Contributors were expected to comment on the zines in the previous issue(s), although this wasn't mandatory.

pmaran01
Mark Swanson was the publisher (and co-founder, I believe) of The Wild Hunt.Siggraph had something to do with cutting-edge computer animation. It was through Siggraph shows at the Arisia convention in Boston that I got to see some short films by Pixar, long before they became famous. Even back then, their work was extremely impressive.



pmaran01
Pallas' Podium was an APA which focused on gaming and women's issues, I believe. I have no idea if they're still around; it seems unlikely.



pmaran01
"Pickering" was a novel that George Phillies was writing and printing in installments in his zine. It was quite good, but I don't believe it was ever published.

pmaran01
This has to do with a long-running battle between a large live roleplaying organization (NERO) and a chapter of a smaller one (the IFGS). You can read more about it in Rack & Rune #7 and #8, both of which are available on the site.





pmaran01
This was the single most rare movie I ever saw - I wasn't able to get a copy until a month ago!



pmaran01
Some of the ideas in this were influenced by some of the work of Frank Herbert - not from his Dune series, but from the Francis McKie/Whipping Star series, which I loved.



pmaran01
Actually, as you can see by comparing the print quality between this issue and the last, I WAS able to get this one printed on a laser printer.




